HOW DEM TAKE DEY USE AM
You follow di way dem tell you how to get the korect result. Make you no chop or drink anything for like 15 minit before you bigin di test or make you no use mouth cleana clean yar mouth for like 30 minit before you go bigin di test.
WARNING: If dem dey treat you for HIV (ARVs) the result fit no korect.

HOW PERSON GO USE DI ORAQUICK® HIV SELF-TEST KIT

YOU GO NEED A WAY TO TIME DI TEST

Pouch get: test kit, test stand and how you go take use am.

Yar test kit get two pouches inside.

Make you tear open di pouch wey get di tube.

Comot di kova.

MAKE UNA NO pour di water wey dey inside. MAKE UNA NO drink di water.

Make una put di flat pad inside di tube wel wel make e touch de bottom.

Make una tear open di pouch wey contain di test device and comot am. MAKE UNA NO touch flat pad wit yar fi nga dem. MAKE UNA NO chop or swallow di preservatives.

RESULT WEY DEY HIV POSITIVE

Two lines wey dey complete, even if di line don faint, na im be say una don dey HIV POSITIVE be dat and una need to go for more testing.

RESULT WEY NO KORECT

- Line no dey beside di ‘C’ (even if e be say line dey beside di ‘T’), or e be say na red background make it difficult to read di test, dat one mean say the test no dey work and dem go do am again.

RESULT WEY DEY HIV NEGATIVE

IF E BE SAY DEM READ AM BEFORE 20 MINIT, DE RESULT FIT NO CORRECT

Di test no work wel.

Make una do am qwik qwik... Make you go for di place wey dem dey do HIV test wey dey close to you

RESULT WEY NO KORECT

Di test no work wel.

Make una go for di place wey dem dey do HIV test near u or hospital to do di test again.

YOU NO DEY SURE OF DI RESULT

You no know yar result abi you no sure say e korect abi e no korect.

TROWE AM

COMOT DI TEST STICK, PUT DI COVER FOR DI TEST TUBE AND TROWAY ALL DI TINS WEY DEY INSIDE FOR DUSTBIN.
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Di OraQuick® HIV Self-Test is a medical instrument to be used in vitro diagnostic (IVD) device to detect HIV-1 and HIV-2 by using a home-use test strip. For the first 3 months after exposure, it can be used to detect HIV-1 and 2 months after exposure, it can be used to detect HIV-2.

**How to use the test?**

1. **Open the kit.**
   - Place the test in a cool, dry place where it will not be exposed to direct sunlight.

2. **Prepare the test.**
   - Make sure you are using the correct test strip.

3. **Begin the test.**
   - For the first 3 months after exposure, it can be used to detect HIV-1 and 2 months after exposure, it can be used to detect HIV-2.

4. **Interpret the results.**
   - If you get the HIV-1 or HIV-2 result, you should contact your healthcare provider.

**What does the test show?**

- **Positive result:**
  - Two lines will appear (one line near the "T" and one line near the "C"). This means that the test is positive.

- **Negative result:**
  - No lines will appear. This means that the test is negative.

**Important information:**

- **If you have a positive test result:**
  - Contact your healthcare provider immediately.
  - Make sure to follow up with your healthcare provider regularly.

- **If you have a negative test result:**
  - Continue to follow your healthcare provider's advice.

**Warning and Precautions:**

- Do not use this test if:
  - You are under 11 years old.
  - You are pregnant.
  - You are breastfeeding.
  - You are lactating.

**Test Information:**

- **Validity:**
  - The test is valid for 12 months from the production date.

- **Storage:**
  - Keep the test kit in its original packaging.

**Handling and Precautions:**

- **Store the test kit at room temperature.**

**What does the product contain?**

- **Test kit:**
  - 1 test strip
  - 1 instruction booklet

**Additional Information:**

- **FDA-cleared HIV-1 and HIV-2 test.**

**FAQs:**

- **Can I use this test if I am pregnant or breastfeeding?**
  - Yes, you can use this test if you are pregnant or breastfeeding.

- **Can I use this test if I am elderly?**
  - Yes, you can use this test if you are elderly.

**How many times should I test for HIV?**

- **Once a year:**
  - If you have a negative result on your first test, you should test again in 12 months to ensure that you are negative.

**Where can I get tested?**

- **Healthcare provider:**
  - Your healthcare provider can test for HIV.

- **HIV self-test provider:**
  - Many hospitals and clinics offer HIV self-tests.

**How to get the test?**

- **Online:**
  - Order the test kit online and have it shipped to your home.

- **In person:**
  - Visit a healthcare provider or a testing center.

**What is the time frame for results?**

- **Positive result:**
  - Immediate

- **Negative result:**
  - Within 15 minutes

**What if I get a positive result?**

- **Contact your healthcare provider immediately.**

**What if I get a negative result?**

- **Continue to follow your healthcare provider's advice.**

**Additional Resources:**

- **www.OraSure.com**
  - Information on how to use the test kit.
  - Store information.

**Special Considerations:**

- **For healthcare providers:**
  - A positive test result should be confirmed by a laboratory test.

**Appendix:**

- **Technical Information:**
  - Call to action for more information.

**Disclaimer:**

- **DI MEANING OF TINS AND DI CASE WEY NO RELATE WIT MELESIN**

**Contact Information:**

- **Customer Service:**
  - Phone: 1-800-231-6222
  - Email: info@Orasure.com

**Legal Notice:**

- **© OraSure Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved.**

**Clinical Trial:**

- **Study Name:**
  - OraQuick® HIV Self-Test Clinical Study

**Study Design:**

- **Study Purpose:**
  - To evaluate the efficacy and safety of the OraQuick® HIV Self-Test in self-administered testing for HIV-1 and HIV-2.

**Study Population:**

- **Participants:**
  - Adults (18 years or older)

**Study Sites:**

- **Study Sites:**
  - 25 sites in the United States

**Study Duration:**

- **Study Duration:**
  - 12 months

**Study Outcomes:**

- **Primary Outcome:**
  - Efficacy and safety of the OraQuick® HIV Self-Test

**Study Sponsor:**

- **Sponsor:**
  - OraSure Technologies, Inc.